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LYRICS

dedicated to our Amazing Creator God, 9 July 2011

Album: Amazing Savior ‘n’ Science
"Does the hawk fly by your wisdom, [And] spread its wings toward the south? Does the
eagle mount up at your command, And make its nest on high?” -- GOD to JOB and us in
Job 39: 26-27

Info source: GREAT MIGRATIONS by K.M. Kostyal,
National Geographic, mostly pp.20 and 288-9.

The LORD God asks dozens of questions in the history book of JOB
(which is NOT a parable story book), Chapters 38 to 41… many about His Creations.
1
Canada geese learn from their parents
where to go for migratory patterns.
Loggerhead turtles swim back to beach nests,
7,000 miles across the ocean with their friends.
2
Migration scientists Wikelski and Taylor
glued onto Monarchs aluminum antennae.
Now they can track where bees and butterflies go,
BUT that still does NOT answer the BIGGEST question....
Oh, tell me
Chorus 1
Who taught butterflies where to go? from
way up North down to Mexico?
Butterfly daddies died long before the
babies had to go back, and
YET these critters know from their DAD....
Heavenly DAD....
Creator GOD shows where to go!
SPOKEN God asks us many IMPORTANT questions in Job, Chapters 38 to 41. One
of them is: "Does the hawk fly by your wisdom, And spread its wings toward the
south? [that is, MIGRATES. See JOB 39:26]
3
White shark calve swim with their daddies
6,000 miles across the North Pacific
Thousands of critters migrate millions of miles, BUT
WHO gives critters instinct how to NOT get Lost?
Oh, tell me:

[Ocean!]
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Chorus 2
Who taught butterflies where to go? for
2,000 miles to Capistrano?
Scientists claim it's the MAGNET in their head. BUT
WHO thought to give them THAT? Yes, it is God, God our
Dad...... Heavenly DAD....
Creator GOD shows where to go!
SPOKEN: Intriguing NATURE questions are in the Book of Job, Chapters 38 through 41,
including a reference to the EQUATOR, referencing invisible LINES ON THE EARTH.
4
Who put STAR CHARTS inside bird heads, so
birds can find their way back to their nest?
GOD at the end of Job's book asks some good questions.
Why do you doubt He'll show YOU where you should go?
Oh, tell me:
Chorus 3
WHO still teaches us where to go?
WHO made a great Plan for YOU -- for HOPE?
Jeremiah 29, God gives HOPE, and
shows all SEEKERS where we can go for JOY!... to our
Dad..... Heavenly DAD....
Creator GOD shows where to go!
SPOKEN: Romans 1, Verses 18 to 20 especially, show that God created His world to be
SO MARVELOUS that all people are able to see that there IS a Designer, IF they're
willing to be “open” -- like a scientist -- to exploring that idea.
Song Story: The Lyrics
The original moment of the concept came from watching a Downy Woodpecker slam into
the post where I’d kept the woodpecker suet box for several years…. but had moved 4 feet
away, a few minutes earlier. The bird sat there literally sputtering in anger that he couldn’t find
his food. As I considered how I never realized how habitual these critters were, I remembered
that I’d just gotten a book on migratory animals… reluctantly. A bookstore had promised a free
book in July to anyone who got a membership card in May BUT did not mention that there was a
selection of only about 15 books---- and this was the only somewhat interesting book.
But as I skimmed through it, I realized… WOW, what a concept for a LOGIC song God
was helping me to develop! I’ve put this song on the “Critters” album, but it certainly would fit
the Amazing Lord ‘n’ Logic album…. Romans 1 describes it well: Looking at the amazing
world around us makes it easy to consider the possibility that many people are wrong… that the
amazing designs have a Designer. Many scientists have reached that same conclusion.
Star charts and magnets in critter heads…
what an intriguing scientific start to that pondering!
Song Story: The Music:
“Accidental” overlap of 2 tracks (guided by God, I believe! ) gave the Butterfly motion!

